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1. Introduction

This paper considers the evidence for trended change in the extent of occupational
social mobility in the UK over the last forty years. For some time, sociological
thinking in the UK has inclined towards the hypothesis of ‘stability of relative
inequality’ in social mobility opportunities (after controlling for the net effect of
structural change in industrial distributions), as for instance Glass (1954), Goldthorpe
et al (1987), Marshall et al (1988), and Erikson and Goldthorpe (1993). Indeed, this
assumption has been adopted by wider and non-specialist social science perspectives
(for instance Aldridge 2001; Giddens 1997:267), as well as providing a benchmark
for several international comparisons (as eg Erikson and Goldthorpe 1993). However,
Payne and Roberts (2002) and Prandy et al (2002) both note critically that this
assumption uses evidence based upon analyses of differences between age cohorts
within certain cross-sectional datasets; in particular, they suggest, evidence from the
Nuffield mobility study collected in 1972, has been disproportionately influential. In
contrast, a number of recent studies have been able to use census or survey data
evidence covering a wider span of recent history, and, upon comparing social mobility
patterns over time, have often suggested evidence of a small but steady increase in
social mobility opportunities or ‘openness’ over the period (Breen forthcoming 2003;
Payne and Roberts 2002; Prandy et al 2002; Breen 2000; Noble 2000). This paper
follows those traditions, by conducting a ‘meta’ analysis on a dataset which combines
survey samples from multiple original sources between 1963 and 2001.

The intended contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we introduce an assessment
of educational levels as a mediating variable in the social mobility process, and
consider how this may modify our conclusions on social mobility changes over the
time period. Secondly, we consider the robustness of our regression-based analysis of
survey data meta files. A number of methodological critiques may be rehearsed
against the style of analysis that we attempt, and indeed that several other papers in
the same field have also undertaken.

These analyses are part of a wider project to use such pooled survey data for the UK.
Future plans involve considering many more variable measures which can apparently
be harmonised between surveys over the time period, covering for instance political
views and preferences, subjective identities, income and standards of living, and many
more potential details related to occupational and educational measurements (see
www.cf.ac.uk/socsi/CAMSIS/socmob/ ).
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2. Social mobility and social structure

Our primary concern is whether we can see a pattern of ‘stability’ or one of ‘trended
change’ in the occupational structure of social mobility in the UK since 1963. We
begin with an ontology of contemporary economies as structured into a ‘social
stratification’ distribution of more and less advantaged individual positions, the
analysis of which can be approximated through the measurement of personal or
family occupational locations. This image suggests that it is possible over a lifetime
for individuals to move between different stratification positions, measured in terms
of different occupational locations. ‘Social mobility’ is usually characterised as just
this occupational movement, and its implicit consequences for life circumstances and
chances. Whilst the study of such mobility within the adult lifecourse (‘intra-
generational mobility’) has many significant roles, it is often suggested that career
trajectories can in themselves be a function of occupational stratificational location,
and thus their analysis may conflate stratification advantages with lifecourse
development (for instance Goldthorpe et al 1987, but cf Noble 2000). Instead, patterns
of ‘intergenerational mobility’, namely differences between adults’ occupational
locations and the locations into which they were born or raised as children (primarily,
their parents’ occupational locations), are the more widely analysed, the presence or
absence of such social mobility being classically thought of as an indicator of how
‘open’ or ‘closed’ a society is.

When information also covers the educational qualifications held by individuals it
becomes plausible to compare the relative impact of educational attainments and
occupational origins upon current experiences. In recent UK history, policies with
regard to the educational system have been seen as the primary possibility for state
intervention in the contemporary stratification system. Although the finer details of
what might or might not be reasonably inferred from such analyses are the subject of
repeated debate (as for instance Saunders 2002), the basic accounting exercise
comparing the magnitude of parental occupation and current education influences
upon current occupational outcomes, and asking whether those influences seem to
change over time, remains of great interest.

Whilst analysis can thus be conducted on relatively limited individual information –
as little as three variable operationalisations per record – appropriate data sources in
the UK have been surprisingly thin on the ground. Several national level survey data
sources exist which collect information on all relevant factors, in the form of
questions concerning own and parental occupations, and current highest educational
level. However the number of adequate surveys, and of individual cases within
surveys, is not as high as may be expected. Moreover, secondary access to several
relevant survey sources can be difficult to achieve, particularly when dataset storage
methods, question formats, and variable coding frames have changed over time1 - in
                                                
1 Some of the older appropriate questionnaires can be the hardest to access. The seminal dataset used
by Glass (1954) has been in large part destroyed, whilst several of a wave of mobility survey studies
conducted in the 1970’s are available in difficult data formats and documentation.
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this context it is unsurprising that many writers have considered only the cross-
sectional survey data which they have collected themselves. In recent years however
increased efforts have been made by UK funding councils to encourage secondary
data analysis of UK survey data, and free access from the UK Data Archive 2 has
enabled us to obtain appropriate data from the surveys listed in Table 13. In each case
we have extracted the appropriate occupational and educational variables, and
attempted to harmonise them into comparable measures, generating the collated
‘Long-Run’ (LR) dataset used in this paper. On the one hand, our harmonisation of
occupational data codes uses widely researched occupational coding frames and
schemes (primarily via the CASOC / CAMCOM frames of Elias et al 1993;
ultimately all techniques used over the data sources are described and accessible via
the ‘occupational information’ page of Prandy and Lambert 2003b). On the other
hand, our harmonisation of educational codes, described further below and in section
3, is a much less thorough approximation.

As can be seen from Table 1, coverage of the UK population by time period or
location is erratic on the basis of our obtained LR metafile. There is a shortage of
cases from the earliest years of the study window; a large cluster of cases due to the
specific mobility studies of the 1970’s; and a substantial gender difference in the year
of observation spread of the data, due mainly to the male-only sampling of several of
the older mobility studies. However, several attempts to consider these impacts are
made in section 2 below and in section 4. There is also a strong possibility of future
additions to the data file (in particular once work harmonising General Household
Survey records is completed). Lastly, noted in the fourth column of Table 1, several
of these studies also allow the possibility of construction of event history style
lifetime career information from samples in different time periods. This resource is
not considered further in this paper, though in future analysis we plan to consider
trends over time in parental occupational influences on own career trajectories.

Table 2 lists the limited number of variables which provide the basis of our analysis
of the LR dataset, and the variable name abbreviations used in subsequent tables.
Historically the most contentious issue in occupational stratification analysis has been
how occupational information is translated into an appropriate occupational scheme.
We concentrate upon one occupational measure, the ‘CAMSIS’ scores of relative
social stratification advantage typically associated with an occupation, as derived
from analysis of the social interaction patterns exhibited by the incumbents of
occupational units (see Prandy and Lambert 2003a and 2003b). Additionally, we
briefly consider two further widely used occupational schemes, the 7 fold
categorisation of ‘CASMIN’ or ‘EGP’ social class categories (Erikson and
Goldthorpe 1993:39), and a 5 fold categorisation of the UK’s Registrar General’s
social class categories (see for instance Rose and Pevalin 2003). It is worth

                                                
2 http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/
3 In an earlier paper (Prandy et al 2002), a further 54,000 cases of father-son occupational combinations
covering a much longer historical period, 1750 to 1930, were included in the dataset, based upon
information from the Cambridge Family History study. These are excluded here primarily because
information on respondents educational level is not available on this dataset, though also because their
extensive time coverage contrasts with and may unduly dominate the remaining cases from the
contemporary period.
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emphasising, firstly, that most alternative occupationally based stratification measures
tend to emphasise the same broad differences between advantaged and disadvantaged
jobs (see for instance the structuring of CAMSIS score means by CASMIN and
RGSC categories in Table 2). Nevertheless, the choice between alternative schemes
has clear substantive and technical implications. With regard to the former, under the
CAMSIS approach reference is made to a nebulous concept of social stratification
location within a structure of advantage and disadvantage, and its expected impact on
life experiences. Under the approach of class categories on the other hand, it is
relevant to talk about the ideal type distinctiveness of occupational classes. These
classes tend in practice to be attributed normative properties, and be referred to and
assessed by name.

With regard to technical treatments, the CAMSIS scores are designed to imitate
continuous variables, normally distributed with an idealised structure that each
CAMSIS score represents the relative location in the population average for a given
gender and time period. Faith in such a variable allows the use of simpler regression
analysis methods which are best suited to continuous metrics. By contrast, the
CASMIN and RGSC schemes are categorical in nature as well as fixed in time and by
gender. Their analysis has historically been conducted by undertaking more
technically difficult categorical statistical models, significantly complicated by the
need to adjust for the ‘structural mobility’ entailed by shifts in category distributions
over time or by gender group. On the other hand, the relative cognitive simplicity of
the fixed time category formulations may equally be regarded as an analytical
advantage of the CASMIN or RGSC schemes. Whilst in principle the CAMSIS scale
scores refer to relative location within the average structure in each different time
period, they are in practice based upon only two different time period scale
derivations, one using patterns from 1991 data which have been applied to all LR
component survey records since the 1983 BES, the other using data from 1971, which
have been matched to all survey records up to 1979.  Thus they are only
approximately relative within any given year, an error factor evidenced by their weak
correlation to time period shown in the top right panel of Table 2, along with slight
evidence of a discontinuity in CAMSIS correlations as evidenced by the sample split
between years in the same panel, and the significance in some later tables of the
dummy variable indicator of ‘Post 1980’.

The lower panel of Table 2 also indicates the descriptions given to our
operationalisation of educational level information. This was achieved by collecting
all the various category labels for highest educational level collected in the component
surveys (the labels changing between surveys), then manually recoding them into
locations which seemed to fit with the category labels of EDUC3 (and the separate
EDV dummy indicator). This is a likely source of error which would benefit from
further attention, with one possible formulation being a latent variable representation
of educational level using information from several potential component elements.

Finally, linear representations of sample respondents’ age and the time point of the
survey were operationalised and treated as continuous measures. This is dubious
practice for the YEAR variate, which has a very limited distribution of values.
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However, in the models which follow, alternative estimates operationalising the year
of study in selected categorical variable formats consistently suggested the same
patterns as with a continuous measure. Ideally, our intention was to analyse jointly the
effect of respondents age and their year of birth, using the latter as a more widely
spread measure of time period than the YEAR measure. However, as can be seen
from the middle right panel of Table 2, the limited time span of our data files means
that the AGE and YOB variables are correlated, and it is likely that their collinearity
will prevent the two from being simultaneously identified appropriately.

Tables 3a, 3b and 3c begin to show the nature of the mobility patterns exhibited by
the harmonised survey samples. Whether disaggregated by birth cohorts, survey years
or survey collections, we see that father-child occupational correlations have similar
magnitudes and present at best ambiguous evidence of trended structure. Certainly,
Tables 3a and 3b might be read as suggestions of declining correlations, particularly
for men, over time – for instance tests of the significance of difference between
correlations, following Blalock (1981:423), in many cases reveal reductions in
correlations over time which would be considered to pass a 99% significance
threshold. However the heterogeneity in correlation values in both Tables 3a and 3b,
along with the substantial and apparently inexplicable variations by study averages4,
would discourage any stronger conclusions.

Our idea is then that a more thorough evaluation of trends in the LR dataset could be
obtained by building up regression style models for the joint influence of multiple
relevant variables. In Tables 4a-4c we begin to do this, throwing in a series of terms
which may predict respondents’ current CAMSIS scores. In models 4a.1 and 4a.5, for
men and women respectively, the main effects of parental CAMSIS and educational
levels are used, with AGE and YEAR variables intended as controls for career and
structural occupational influences. The parental CAMSIS and educational level
indicators show the expected sign in their associations, with the standardised
coefficients suggesting that the magnitude of both effects is of a similar order. This
style of model has of course been widely presented in previous research, typically as
the second half of a path model also involving the prediction of current educational
level. The more interesting possibility with our dataset, however, concerns the
introduction of further terms reflecting the interaction between the variables
considered, as well as the further exploration of main effects through the fit of linear
transformation terms.  From this point on, such terms are added to the models
presented, and evaluated as evidence on social mobility trends.

Beginning with the latter issue, of the fit of transformed of terms, we immediately hit
a problematic theoretical issue. Empirically, we regularly find that the addition of
squared terms measuring age, year, or year of birth, all improve model fit and have a
significant term estimated for them (eg 4a.2 and 4a.6). We subsequently consider

                                                
4 Several of the differences between studies can be partially attributed to slight differences in the age
range of sample coverage, whilst several of the studies are not nationally representative for the UK
(namely study numbers 3, 4,7,13,15,17). For further discussion see for instance
http://www.cf.ac.uk/socsi/CAMSIS/socmob/ . Nevertheless, the magnitude of the survey sample
variations well outstrips any apparent explanations in these terms.
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them in the majority of models presented, their usual form being a positive linear and
negative quadratic coefficient for both AGE and YEAR or YOB. These main effects
can be interpreted as an improved control for within career (AGE), and occupational
structural (YEAR or YOB) differences in current CAMSIS scores. In both cases the
quadratic functions usually suggest linear increase over time curtailed by substantial
downward curvature for higher ages or time periods. However, the widespread use of
quadratic functions in social science models is often of ambiguous substantive benefit.
The precise nature of the quadratic curvature varies quite considerably between
different model estimates, and is often outwith the bounds of what might seem
expected average career progressions, or obvious time period developments. In such
circumstances, it is quite plausible that quadratic terms are ‘overfitting’ the data, that
is, capitalising on artefactual data patterns rather than clearly theorised relationships.

The introduction of interaction parameters on the other hand seems much more
interesting and less ambiguous. In the regression framework for the relations we are
studying, it is precisely the nature of interaction terms between the influence of
parental occupations, education, time period and age which would be expected to
describe social mobility trends over time. In fact, across most models considered
throughout the paper, although the total empirical explanatory power of the model is
little improved by the introduction of interaction terms, we do tend to see certain,
significant but small, interaction term estimates emerging time after time. Crucially,
for men, the (highlighted) interaction between father’s CAMSIS and year of study (or
birth) is evaluated as negative and significant, suggesting a net decrease in the impact
of occupational social origins over the time period. However, this pattern is not
detected to an equivalent degree for women, suggesting any increase in social
mobility apparently detected for men does not apply equivalently for women.
Other interaction term parameters prove just as interesting. We regularly see for both
men and women that the advantages associated with higher levels of education are
greater for older than younger adults, and less for younger than older birth cohorts.
For men, but more markedly for women, the advantage of parental background
advantage is greater at lower educational levels than for the population as a whole,
whilst in contrast for men, but less so for women, parental occupational advantage
brings less of a premium to those with higher levels of educational attainments.

The rest of the paper consists of a series of comments on the reliability and
consistency of these apparently attractive findings. Firstly, table 4b investigates
whether the basic model involving most terms of interest in predicting current
CAMSIS score, is sensitive to selected alternative subsample components. Whilst
there is some variation in the percentage of variance explained by the different
samples, there is little variation in regression parameter estimates whether or not
multiple records from the same individuals (panel recontacts) are used in some form,
and whether or not the age range is truncated to between 20 and 60 years, or left to the
original range of the dataset (Table 2). For its intuitive attraction however, and for
consistency with previous research into social mobility trends, we usually stick to the
more restricted samples of 4b.3 / 4b.7 .
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Next, Table 4c compares models where year of birth, rather than year of study, is used
to measure time period in the same analytical form. Whilst we would prefer this
treatment theoretically, and whilst most parameter estimates have a similar form to
those of Table 4b, we do begin to see some signs of the ill effects of the high
collinearity between the AGE and YOB measures, viz some very high standardised
parameter estimates, and greater variation between estimates for different subsample
coverages. Table 4d explores this potential conflation further, following for instance
the suggested strategies of Allison (1999). It illustrates some low tolerance values in
the model main effects (the values are of course extremely low when multiple
interaction terms are involved); considerable variations in the parameter estimates on
AGE and YOB when one or the other is excluded from a model; and, in the last panel
of Table 4d as well as in Table 4c, evidence of considerable variations in parameter
estimates when different data subsamples are considered. For this reason we do not
continue with the use of the YOB variable in conjunction with AGE in most
circumstances.

3. Educational attainment and social mobility.

Tables 5a and 5b explore how parental occupations influence current reports of
highest educational level. As has been long recognised, educational systems can serve
as a mediating influence between social background and occupational attainments,
but, simultaneously, parental background is itself likely to influence educational level.
Indeed, as Tables 5a and 5b show, for both men and women, parental occupational
advantage is very strongly associated with advantaged educational attainment for the
samples studied, though educational advantage is also strongly structured by age and
time period, with higher educational levels among the young and more recently born
clearly reflecting recent educational expansions. Again however, the most interesting
terms in the tables prove to be the interactions, where a considerable difference
between men and women is seen. For men, the premium in educational advantage for
being from a more recent time period is a little greater for those of older rather than
younger ages, but for women the opposite is true.  For men and women, advantage in
educational attainment due to parental occupational advantage is greater for those of
older ages, but this is a consistently stronger effect for women than for men. Finally,
and of most interest, the highlighted row showing the FCSYEAR terms suggests that
for men, the influence of fathers occupational advantage on educational advantage has
increased over time in the period studied, whereas for women, it has decreased. This
term is of fundamental interest to our investigation. It suggests on the one hand that
for men, the apparent net reduction in father to son occupational association over time
is offset by an increase in the influence of background on educational attainment
(when education in turn influences occupational attainment, as for instance Table 4a).
On the other hand for women, the absence of an aggregate trend in the influence of
father’s occupation on own occupation, is offset by a trend of declining influence of
father’s advantaged occupation upon own educational attainment over time.
Additively, for men, original evidence of rising social mobility is qualified by
simultaneously rising educational immobility, whilst for women, no evidence of
change in social mobility is now moderated to some evidence of rising educational
immobility. Whilst the processes seem to be acting in different ways for men and
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women, we might at this stage support claims of small rises in overall mobility levels
for both.

Much of the content of Tables 5a and 5b is concerned with checking the consistency
of our operationalisation of an educational level variable. The multiple columns of
Table 5a suggest greater variation in model results depending on sample coverage
than was seen for the models predicting occupational attainment as CAMSIS score,
although the nature of the parameter estimates remain in broad agreement between
different subsamples. Table 5b however may be greater cause for concern, as it shows
many examples of differences between parameter estimates associated with education,
contingent upon how a measure of educational level is operationalised. Perhaps most
pressingly, reducing the measure of advantage to simply the binary contrast between
those with and without academic higher educational qualifications, leads to a
considerable reduction in estimates of the FCSYEAR parameter, in particular for men
where an image of declining rather than increasing parental influence on educational
advantage is supported. Further experimentation with educational measure
representations would clearly be desirable.

4. Reliability of predictions of occupational advantage

Tables 6a, 6b, 7, 8a, 8b and 8c all consider different aspects of the same issue : is
there evidence that our attempts to describe mobility trends, through simple multiple
regression models in the LR collated dataset, are likely to be subject to bias or other
inconsistencies. The first tables, 6a and 6b, briefly consider the role of alternative
occupationally based indicators of social stratification advantage and disadvantage. In
Table 6a, current CAMSIS occupational score remains the dependent variable, but the
range of predictors is altered between component models. In models 6a.2 and 6a.6,
the possible structural error in the operationalisation of CAMSIS scores (namely, that
scores based only on 2 historical versions are used), is tested in terms of a main effect
and two interaction terms associated with the difference between survey data coming
from before or after 1980. Whilst it is hoped that this effect will only pick up any
differences between CAMSIS versions, it could of course be conflated with a hitherto
unobserved dichotomous break in the influence of the YEAR variable. Perhaps
unfortunately from our point of view, several effects for these terms are estimated as
significant, though our hope would be that their estimation immediately serves as a
control for the apparent CAMSIS structural break.

The models 6a.3,4,7 and 8 of Table 6a then consider expressing father’s occupational
advantage in terms of either categorical occupational schema as predictors of current
CAMSIS scores. This unorthodox formulation has two purposes. First, it shows the
relative difference in explanatory power between models with alternative
occupational predictors to be small (equivalent models with no parental occupational
information generates R2 values of 0.274 and 0.283 for men and women
respectively). Secondly, it shows that at least in terms of predicting CAMSIS values,
there is little apparent pay-off to the opportunity of categorical class models to operate
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non-linearly between the class groups – by contrast in most cases a steady linear
gradation between categories is seen. However, some importance for categorical
structuring within father’s occupational units is perhaps seen, as the outlying
coefficient estimates associated with the EGP’s agricultural labourer categories
suggest some value in differentiating specifically this group of occupations.

Table 6b then attempts a more conventional assessment of categorical occupational
schemes, conducting simple categorical regression models of a similar style to the
continuous multiple regressions, with an outcome of current EGP or RGSC
occupational category. It is difficult to make direct comparisons between the relative
merits of these categorical models and the simpler multiple regression formulations,
but at the simplest level, Table 6b shows how the range of  coefficient estimates
emerge with broadly similar patterns in predicting advantage or disadvantage (if the
two schemes are conceptualised in these terms). What these models loose however is
any simpler interpretation of interaction effects between fathers occupational
attainments and current outcomes, and hence the simplistic assessment of mobility
trends reported from previous tables. In these models, evidence of declining father’s
occupational influence over time would be given by the corresponding father’s class-
by-year interaction terms having an opposite sign to the father’s class term itself. This
is the case in two models, 6b.1 and 6b.d, but is not the case in several other models,
suggesting, at a minimum, complexity in the categorical structuring of occupational
background and time period influences. Needless to say, these brief models are
deliberately trying to mimic the simpler models of CAMSIS attainments used
elsewhere, and mobility analysts who have concentrated upon the categorical
measurement of occupational differences have shown many more interpretable stories
to mobility trends than our models attempt (for instance by incorporating into their
models additional terms, such as ‘diagonal’ cell coefficients, which explicitly utilise
theorised features of the specifically categorical structure).

To this point, we have discussed occupational stratification schemes only in terms of
their value as indicators of ‘general advantage and disadvantage’. However, it is
widely noted by mobility researchers that it can be useful to distinguish certain other
factors in social life which contribute to father-to-child (im)mobility but which arise
for reasons which are at least in part separate from ‘general stratification location’.
Some of the most widely described factors are influences of ‘inheritance’ (the
propensity for children to follow their father’s occupations exactly); and ‘sector’ or
‘affinity’ (the propensity to remain within a similar sector or occupational mode, such
as farming or blue collar compared to white collar work), see for example Erikson and
Goldthorpe (1993). In Table 7, some simple techniques for evaluating the impact of
those effects are undertaken, through the addition of dummy variables indicating
sectoral origins, and the blanking out from the model of those individuals deemed to
have followed an ‘inheritance’ route, defined according to father to child equivalent
occupations by either the CASMIN scheme (7.3/7.7) or more specifically by sharing
the exact same occupational title (7.4/7.8).  The efficiency of measures of farming and
of blue collar origins is obvious, as in all models with those terms used, additional
parental CAMSIS score differentiations add no further significant main effect
explanation. However outwith this difference, the main pattern to note is apparent
robustness in the estimates of other terms of interest to us – notably, between models
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and datasets used, the main effects of educational categories and the string of
interaction effects that we have highlighted, all retain a similar character, most
pertinently, the significance of negative coefficients of interaction between father’s
CAMSIS score and year of study for men but not for women.

In Table 3c, we noted some disconcerting variations in father-to-child correlations
between the separate component surveys of the metafile analysed here. In the last set
of tables presented, tables 8a, 8b and 8c, we look at whether alternative accounts for
those differences of survey effects change the story told by our regression models of
occupational attainment. The three alternative treatments considered in Table 8a
represent three common strategies used in survey metafile analyses. With only 16
distinctive studies contributing to the current dataset, one possibility is to extimate a
single dummy variable effect for each study (models 8a.2 and 8a.6). A more
parsimonious model might concern the categorisation of the 16 studies into a lower
number of survey ‘types’ – in our example, the studies apparently fit into one of four
classifications as described at the top of Table 8a. Finally, another popular approach
in meta-survey analysis involves regarding the survey collections as random samples
of surveys from a population of many more, then modelling patterns of clustering
within each survey as ‘hierarchical random effects’. The primary attraction of such
methods would be to correct standard error estimates which would otherwise be
underestimated through their failure to recognise clustering within the regression
model datasets. However, a sample of just 16 surveys is unlikely to provide enough
information to sufficiently estimate random variation between surveys, whilst this
modelling approach will still miss any very particular strong survey effects should
they exist.

The first finding from Table 8a is that survey effects are indeed strong. Many fixed
effects estimates are significant, as are survey type terms, both sets of terms
contributing to a small increase in the regression model variance explained. In
particular, the BHPS stands out as having different patterns of outcome measures
compared to the other surveys (namely lower average current CAMSIS scores). The
random effects treatment also detects significant survey level clustering and adjusts a
number of variable coefficient estimates, but these factors seem likely to be conflated
by the different form of regression specification used for this particular model, and are
not considered further. However, of most interest here is that for both men and
women, the inclusion of these various survey effect terms does little to change the
properties of other explanatory variables, including the crucial interaction effects. The
primary differences concern the parameter estimates of the main effects of the year of
study, but this is likely to reflect the collinearity between the YEAR variables and
study measures. Other than this however, most other estimates seem uninfluenced by
survey specificity in itself : we could conclude that whilst there is something about the
surveys which differentiates between outcome occupational measures, it seems to be
unrelated to how social background, educational level, age or time period influences
the same outcome.

Another consideration of survey influences is made in Table 8b, where the
geographical clustering of some of the data sources is utilised to generate a threefold
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national comparison, between England and Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland.
For each, data from an older mobility study (available for men only) is compared with
contemporary studies which also cover the relevant countries (the BHPS for England,
Scotland and Northern Ireland, plus the 1996 Nothern Irish mobility study). Our
points of observation are now greatly restricted and it would make little sense to
model the effects of YEAR as a continuous variable; for simplicity therefore, we use
the YOB measure, and note that its collinearity with AGE terms should be reduced by
our two-point sample construction. The models 8b.1,2, and 3 seem to show several
quite substantial differences between the three different countries, with, most notably,
apparently greater overall influence of parental background in both Scotland and
Nothern Ireland being offset by a faster decine in the association over time (more
negative FCSYOB terms). However, the unusually high negative coefficients on the
AGEED3 terms of all the models, along with the substantial variation in the
coefficients associated with the AGE and YOB terms, make us reluctant to compare
directly only some of the coefficients of each model – further models, where other
explanatory variables have more comparable coefficients, would be more convincing.
Nevertheless some support for these findings may be seen in Breen (2000), who has
identified a decline in immobility over time in Northern Ireland (when compared to
lack of such evidence for England); on the other hand, Breen related much of that
decline to converging occupational distributions between the two major religious
groups of the province, an explanation which would not be expected to apply to
Scotland.

Finally, table 8c performs an exercise in assessing possible survey construction effects
on the model findings. Throughout the models presented we have been wary of
collinearity between our measures of age and time period, but one quick control
would be to largely eliminate age as a factor, by analysing short range age cohorts
distinctively. In Table 8c we analyse the three cohorts whose ages are likely to be
closest to those of their father’s for which the record of father’s job was requested (ie,
when the respondents were aged 14). The model seems to be quite encouraging – the
series of effects associated with YOB and its interaction terms retain the same
properties they held for the full sample of all ages, and, again, in each cohort we see a
negative significant FCSYOB term for men, but no such term for women.

5. Summary

The widely adopted hypothesis of stability of relative inequality in social mobility
opportunities in the UK has been challenged by recent research papers, for instance
Payne and Roberts (2002) argued that cross-sectional evidence from the last 4 decades
can be aggregated to show a small decline in immobility tendencies, and Prandy et al
(2002) detected the same trend and located it within a much longer term historical
decline in social immobility. This paper attempts to expand upon those analyses (for
the period 1963-2001), and also suggests several trends over time towards rising
social mobility levels, albeit with several qualifications. Those qualifications
primarily reflect the way in which parental background influences educational
attainment, and how educational attainment in turn influences own occupational
position.
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Firstly, we see consistent evidence of gender differentiation in the social mobility
processes studied, the to extent that it seems appropriate to conclude separately for
men and women. For the former, the net effects of parental background on own
occupation were consistently seen to be significant, but so too was an interaction term
between time period and parental background, which was taken as an indicator that
net levels of father-son occupational level immobility were declining over the period.
However, in models predicting current occupational circumstances, educational
attainment measures were more influential than parental occupational background
measures, and models of the determination of those measures by parental background
told a different story : net parental background influence was high, but for men, the
evidence suggested that that background influence was increasing over the time
period. Returning however to the prediction of occupational attainment, interaction
terms between the effects of educational levels and time period or age all tended to
suggest for men a decline over time in the influence of higher educational level in
predicting occupational advantage. Summing these three patterns together, we could
suggest that for men social mobility as a whole seemed to increase over the period,
but qualified by the jointly increasing influence of background on educational levels,
and declining influence of educational attainment measures on own occupations.

For women, our headline finding is of no detectable net decline in parental
occupational influence upon current occupational outcome over the period, although
the magnitude of the parental occupational influence tended to be smaller as a whole
than for men. Moreover, as with men, interaction terms measuring the mediation of
educational level influences on occupational attainment over time seemed to suggest
patterns of declining importance of education. On the other hand, the prediction of
educational levels for women suggested different patterns of parental influence – in
this case, a consistently negative interaction parameter between time period and
father’s advantage seems to suggest declining paternal occupational influence on
educational attainment over the period. For women then, our findings suggest that any
trend over time in social mobility influences is entirely operated through the
educational attainment process (whose outcomes themselves are of lesser influence on
occupations over time).

Lastly, the analyses reported attempted to cover several methodological checks on the
use of pooled cross-sectional surveys to detect time trends. These have perhaps been
under-investigated in previous research dealing with similar topics and resources : in
principle at least, a strong case can be made that model results could be misspecified
by lack of attention to the cross-survey harmonisation of educational and occupational
measures (cf tables 5 and 6), the need to incorporate finer structural accounts of
mobility processes in the analysis of occupational determination (table 7), or the need
to pay attention to the influence of divergent survey sources and methods (table 8).
Our assessment of each was brief and may benefit from more detailed expansion, but
our initial conclusion is that whilst each specification issue is significant enough to
warrant attention, there is broad evidence of robustness of the parameter estimates on
which we have focussed, to variations in treatments for each possible effect.
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Tables referred to in the text:

Table 1 : Components of ‘Long Run’ dataset : cases with non-missing
information on own current (or last recent) occupation, and father’s occupation
during childhood
Note that further data may be added, see www.cf.ac.uk/socsi/CAMSIS/socmob/

Number of unique cases
(N additional panel recontacts)

Year Male Women Life history data

1. Political Change in Great
Britain

1963
1964
1966

654
91 (422)
189 (430)

344
63 (198)
89 (193)

Limited construction
possible through

panel linkages
2. Oxford Mobility Enquiry 1972

1974
7986

0 (584)
0
0

Full for 1974;
limited for 1972

3. Social Mobility in Ireland 1973 4011 0
4. Social Status in Great Britain 1974 4745 0
5. British Election Study (Feb) 1974 1083 926
6. British Election Study (Oct) 1974 1105 849
7. Scottish Mobility Study 1974 3877 0
8. British Election Study 1979 867 539
9. British Election Study 1983 1599 1681
10. Social Class in Modern Britain 1984 588 388
13. Social Change Economic Life 1986 2199 2713 Full histories for all
14. British Election Study 1987 1639 1657
15. British Household Panel Study 1991

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

2607
134 (2108)
110 (2018)
81 (1996)
70 (1953)
82 (1976)
337 (1997)
131 (2220)

1128 (2169)
334 (2952)
816 (3085)

2297
165 (1849)
140 (1821)
99 (1823)
78 (1787)
71 (1797)
346 (1784)
146 (2054)

1124 (2012)
345 (2732)
910 (2869)

Full life histories for
most respondents

16. British Election Study 1992 1471 1595
17. N. Ireland Mobility Study 1996 797 616
18. British Election Study 1997 1437 1591
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Table 2: Variable operationalisations on the ‘Long Run’ dataset
Statistics refer to the sample of all individuals excluding panel recontacts, N non-missing on both CS
and FCS = 40168 men, 18772 women. Transformation or interaction terms generated by linear
operations on relevant variables, eg AGE2=(AGE)2; AGEFCS=AGE*FCS.  However, 2 transforms
involve an additional linear displacement : YEAR2=(YEAR + 30)2; YOB2=(YOB+30)2.

1) Variables treated as continuous
Mean SD Range Skew Kurtosis R2*100 by AGE + YEAR

all 1963-79 1983-01
CS : Current occupation CAMSIS scale score

M 51.2 16.1 10.2/99.0 0.54 -0.26 0.5 0.3 0.6
F 49.9 14.8 10.9/99.0 0.33 -0.14 0.5 0.3 3.8

FCS : Father’s occupation (during own childhood) CAMSIS scale score
M 46.4 15.5 10.2/99.0 0.61 -0.08 2.2 3.2 7.1
F 45.0 15.6 10.2/99.0 0.55 -0.18 2.4 2.9 9.3

R2*100 as explained by YOB
YEAR : Numeric year of observation (of interview) – 1980

M 1.82 10.7 -17 / 21 0.43 -1.29 33
F 9.43 9.4 -17 / 21 -1.03 0.69 27

AGE : Age of respondent in years
M 41.6 15.5 15 / 96 0.38 -0.61 69
F 43.4 18.0 15 / 98 0.45 -0.70 80

YOB : Year of birth of respondent – 1900
M 40.2 18.9 -25 / 86 0.15 -0.52 100
F 46.0 21.0 -35 / 86 -0.35 -0.45 100

2) Variables treated as categorical
Males Females

EDUC3 : Highest educational qualification N cs N cs
1. ED1 None or low school level 15487 44 8974 43
2. ED2 Basic academic, or vocational 17658 51 6701 52
3. ED3 Advanced academic (university) 5932 68 2897 65
EDV Any Vocational (dichotomy) 15742 54 4096 57

Own occupation / Father’s occupation
EG7 : CASMIN occupational class 7 N fcscs / N fcscs /
1. I / II Service class (higher and lower) 10458 / 5996 70 / 68 3923 / 3233 67 / 66
2. III Routine non-manual 3690 / 2300 53 / 53 7474 / 850 52 / 51
3. IVa/b Petty Bourgeoisie non-farm 2863 / 3083 54 / 55 650 / 1658 55 / 53
4. IVc Petty Bourgeoisie farming 1229 / 2634 61 / 62 56 / 671 54 / 57
5. V / VI Technicians, Skilled manual 11368 / 13793 42 / 39 1715 / 6279 41 / 37
6. VIIa/b Semi- and unskilled manual 8030 / 9090 35 / 34 4203 / 4551 32 / 33
7. VIIc Agricultural labourers 815 / 1796 38 / 38 135 / 534 40 / 36

RG5 : Registrar General’s social class N fcscs / N fcscs /
1. Professional 2577 / 1135 83 / 82 325 / 598 85 / 80
2. Managerial / technical 8779 / 7788 65 / 64 4086 / 3417 64 / 62
3. Skilled 16425 / 17027 46 / 43 7697 / 6639 51 / 41
4. Semi-skilled 7920 / 8712 39 / 37 3715 / 4747 39 / 36
5. Unskilled 2434 / 3272 33 / 32 2249 / 1820 31 / 33
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Table 3a: Father-child CAMSIS correlations, by age cohort
Correlations are Pearson’s R, 95% confidence intervals around correlations typically 2 or 3
units for subsamples > 1000. Sample uses only one case per person, ignoring panel recontacts.

Year of birth Men Women
Correl.*100 N Correl.*100 N

1865-95 50.2 135 32.0 104
1896-1905 37.1 489 35.4 344
1906-15 43.8 3,581 39.2 811
1916-25 43.4 5,973 38.3 1,347
1926-35 42.0 7,105 33.6 2,291
1936-45 41.9 7,986 32.3 3,019
1946-55 36.6 8,124 32.5 4,106
1956-65 34.6 3,970 32.1 3,920
1966-75 30.9 2,222 26.9 2,165
1976-> 24.0 523 14.9 596

Table 3b: Father-child CAMSIS correlations, by year of observation
Correlations are Pearson’s R, 95% confidence intervals around correlations typically 2 or 3
units for subsamples > 1000. Sample with all available cases, includes some panel recontacts.

Interview date Men Women
Correl.*100 N Correl.*100 N

1963-68 39.9 1,786 29.1 887
1969-73 41.5 11,997 - 0
1974-78 44.4 11,394 38.0 1,775
1979-83 37.8 2,466 33.2 2,220
1984-88 29.3 4,426 31.9 4,758
1989-93 36.7 8,448 29.5 7,867
1994-98 35.5 13,077 31.7 12,192
1999-2001 33.3 10,484 28.9 9,992
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Table 3c: Father-child CAMSIS correlations, by study
Correlations are Pearson’s R, 95% confidence intervals around correlations typically 2 or 3 units for
subsamples > 1000. Sample uses only one case per person, ignoring any panel recontacts.

Year of birth Men Women
Correl.*100 N Correl.*100 N

1. Political Change in GB 1963-66 40.0 934 30.8 496
2. Oxford Mobility Enquiry 1972/4 41.2 7,986 - 0
3. Social Mobility in Ireland 1973 43.3 4,011 - 0
4. Social Status in Great Britain 1974 45.4 4,745 - 0
5. British Election Study Feb 1974 40.0 1,083 37.4 926
6. British Election Study Oct 1974 38.6 1,105 38.6 849
7. Scottish Mobility Study 1974 41.2 3,877 - 0
8. British Election Study 1979 41.3 867 30.1 539
9. British Election Study 1983 35.8 1,599 33.7 1,681
10. Social Class in Modern Britain 1984 29.3 588 35.7 388
13. Social Change Economic Life 1986 26.5 2,199 29.7 2,713
14. British Election Study 1987 33.0 1,639 34.3 1,657
15. British Household Panel 1991-2001 31.8 5,830 26.7 5,721
16. British Election Study 1992 41.4 1,471 35.7 1,595
17. N. Ireland Mobility Study 1996 33.2 797 33.4 616
18. British Election Study 1997 38.6 1,437 41.1 1,591
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Table 4a: Multiple regressions exploring relationships between father’s
CAMSIS, age, study year, and education level, in predicting own CAMSIS score
See table 2 for variable explanations. Sample of adults age 20-60 only, excluding any panel recontacts,
N = 35,134 males, 15710 females.

Males Females
4a.1 4a.2 4a.3 4a.4 4a.5 4a.6 4a.7 4a.8

Standardised B*100
FCS 28** 19** 21** 12* 18** 13** 13** {2}
AGE 7** 40** {1} 23* 2** 13** {1} {-2}
AGE2 -42** -22* -22** {3}
YEAR -13** 38** -11** 30** -13** {-7} -32** {-2}
YEAR2 -47** -40** -19** -27**

ED1 -21** -20** -20** -21** -30** -23** -33** -33**
ED4 33** 35** 36** 36** 29** 33** 19** 20**
EDV {1} 11**

FCSAGE 12** 9** 33* 7* {-1} {30}
FCSAGE2 -23 {-25}
FCSYR -19** -11** -11** -5* {2} {0}

AGEYR 14** 13** 12** 19** 16** 16**
FCSED1 4** 4** 15** 15**
FCSED4 -9** -10** {4} 4
AGEED1 -5** -3 -16** -13**
AGEED4 9** 9** 9** 9**
YRED1 {0} {0} 4** {1}
YRED4 -10** -9** {-2} {-2}

R-2*100 33.4 35.0 34.8 35.3 30.0 31.7 30.9 31.2

{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
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Table 4b: Sensitivity to age and panel sample components of multiple regressions
predicting current CAMSIS.
See table 2 for variable explanations.

Males Females
All ages and yob 20 =  AGE =  60 All ages and yob 20 =  AGE =  60

NR† R† NR† R† NR† R† NR† R†

4b.1 4b.2 4b.3 4b.4 4b.5 4b.6 4b.7 4b.8
Standardised B*100

FCS 10** 8** 12* 10* 11** 13** 13** 18**
AGE {7} {3} 22* 19* {1} {1} {1} 4*
AGE2 {-9} {-3} -22* -18*
YEAR 26** 22** 30** 22** -30** -18** -32** -17**
YEAR2 -38** -37** -40** -38**

ED1 -20** -19** -21** -20** -30** -24** -33** -25**
ED4 37** 43** 36** 42** 17** 18** 19** 18**

FCSAGE 39** 46** 36* 43** {2} {0} {-1} -6**
FCSAGE2 -23** -29** -23 -27**
FCSYR -10** -9** -11** -9** {1} {-2} {2} {-2}

AGEYR 15** 14** 12** 14** 16** 12** 16** 11**
FCSED1 4** 4** 4* 4** 16** 10** 15** 8**
FCSED4 -9** -4** -10** -4* 4 13** {4} 13**
AGEED1 -5** -6** -3 -4** -22** -18** -16** -14**
AGEED4 7** 2 9** 3 10** 5** 9** 6**
YRED1 {0} 1* {0} 1* 4** {0} 4** {0}
YRED4 -9** -16** -9** -16** {-1} -7** {-2} -8**

R-2*100 35.1 32.3 35.3 32.3 31.8 29.7 30.9 28.8
N 40,108 64,018 35,134 57,483 18,703 39,622 15,710 35,604

† NR indicates only one case used per unique individual; R indicates more than one ( recontact) case
may be used for the same individual in the case of panel data recontacts.
{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
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Table 4c: Representing time period through year of birth in multiple regressions
predicting own CAMSIS score
See table 2 for variable explanations.

Males Females
All ages and yob 20 =  AGE =  60 All ages and yob 20 =  AGE =  60
NR† R† NR† R† NR† R† NR† R†

4c.1 4c.2 4c.3 4c.4 4c.5 4c.6 4c.7 4c.8
Standardised B*100

FCS 37** 29** 42** 30** {7} 19** {2} {10}
AGE 90** 60** 102** 65** {28} 36* {5} {3}
AGE2 -40** -25** -51** -33** {-15} -18 {5} {13}
YOB 211** 166** 201** 150** 134** 103** 101** 78**
YOB2 -143** -120** -138** -113** -121** -87** -102** -72**

ED1 -20** -26** -22** -29** -37** -17* -37** -12
ED4 94** 120** 93** 120** 26** 51** 31** 56**

FCSAGE 19 32** {17} 30* {20} {5} {30} 37*
FCSAGE2 -23** -29** -23 -27** -16 {-8} {-25} -37**
FCSYOB -23** -19** -24** -18** {-2} -9 {0} -8

AGEYOB -39** -36** -38** -32** -26** -20** -16** -13**
FCSED1 {4} 4** 4* 4** 15** 10** 15** 8**
FCSED4 -9* -4** -10** -4* 4 13** 4 13**
AGEED1 -5* {-1} {-2} {2} -14* -20** -11* -19**
AGEED4 -22* -38** -18** -36** {6} -12** {4} -12**
YOBED1 {-1} 4* {0} 5** {4} {-5} {2} -8*
YOBED4 -35** -53** -35** -54** {-6} -24** {-8} -28**

R-2*100 35.2 32.4 35.4 32.3 32.0 29.8 31.1 28.9
N 40,108 64,018 35,134 57,483 18,703 39,622 15,710 35,604

† NR indicates only one case used per unique individual; R indicates more than one ( recontact) case
may be used for the same individual in the case of panel data recontacts.
{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
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Table 4d: Multicollinearity issues in regressions predicting current occupation
using both AGE and YOB

1) ‘Tolerance’ statistics for variables in main effects model pcs = fcs + age + yob + ed1 + ed4
Males Females

All ages and yob 20 =  AGE =  60 All ages and yob 20 =  AGE =  60
ND† D† ND† D† ND† D† ND† D†

4d.1 4d.2 4d.3 4d.4 4d.5 4d.6 4d.7 4d.8
‘Tolerance’*1000†

FCS 913 913 913 913 896 902 897 903
AGE 296 381 307 396 195 223 225 248
YOB 291 355 301 369 182 201 209 223
ED1 859 801 862 805 704 686 708 693
ED4 891 749 818 749 810 796 811 798

R-2*100 33.3 30.1 33.3 30.1 30.2 28.8 30.1 28.6
N 40,108 64,018 39,619 63,453 18,703 39,622 18,171 39,075

2) Apparent sensitivity of explanatory variable estimates to presence of collinear variables
All models use sample with no panel recontacts and only those aged between 20 and 60.

Males Females
Explanatory variable standardised coefficients*100 (see Table 4a for key to symbols)

(2.1) (2.2) (2.3) (2.4) (2.1) (2.2) (2.3) (2.4)
FCS 27** 43** 29** 43** 18** 29** 20** 31**
AGE -10** {-1} 49** -21** -31** 38**
AGE2 {-4} -42** 10* -36**
YOB -21** 64** 76** -27** 63** 72**
YOB2 -62** -70** -81** -70**
ED1 -21** -21** -20** -21** -30** -31** -26** -29**
ED4 33** 33** 30** 32** 29** 29** 27** 28**
FCSYOB -26** -26** -17** -17**

3) Age and birth year parameter estimates, as model (2.2), with varying subsample components‡
Males Females

(3.1) (3.2) (3.3) (3.4) (3.1) (3.2) (3.3) (3.4)
AGE {-1} {-4} 9** 18* -31** -31** -35** -27**
AGE2 {-4} {-2} -9** -20** 10* 10* 15** {10}
YOB 64** 63** 62** 57** 63** 64** 53** 48**
YOB2 -62** -64** -63** -56** -81** -81** -65** -62**

N 39,619 30,934 33,804 8,553 18,171 17,555 12,454 9,573

 †Tolerance value (calculated within SPSS regression) represents the complement of the proportion of
variation in the given explanatory variable which can be explained by all other explanatory variables.
‡Subsamples of non-panel duplicates excluding extreme ages are: 1: all studies; 2: All except Irish and
Scottish studies; 3: All except BHPS; 4: Only selected BES, study numbers (1,5,8,9,14,16,18).
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Table 5a: Ordered logits exploring relationships between father’s CAMSIS, age,
and observation year, in predicting highest educational level
Applied only to those in current employment for comparability. See table 2 for variable explanations.
Ordered logit‡ describes influence of variables on odds of higher v’s lower categories.

Educational level category N’s:
5a.1 / 5a.2 5a.3 / 5a.4 5a.5 / 5a.6 5a.7 / 5a.8

1. None or low school level 16221 / 20921 13511 / 17645 8952 / 13076 7108 / 10848
2. Vocational / basic academic 17227 / 25143 15421 / 22768 6669 / 15483 5759 / 14131
3. Advanced academic 5929 / 16223 5575 / 15500 2888 / 10297 2692 / 9919

Ordered logit parameter estimates
5a.1 5a.2 5a.3 5a.4 5a.5 5a.6 5a.7 5a.8

Males Females
All ages and yob 20 =  AGE =  60 All ages and yob 20 =  AGE =  60
NR† R† NR† R† NR† R† NR† R†

Standardised B*100
FCS 42** 30** 50** 34** 41** 29** 45** 35**
AGE -31** -39** -16** -26** -68** -70** -44** -47**
YEAR 19** 26** 9 12** 107** 113** 106** 114**

FCSAGE 7 24** {-3} 18** 40** 50** 27** 36**
FCSYEAR 22** 34** 26** 37** -18** -14** -13* -11**
AGEYEAR {-2} 13** 7* 26** -16** -13** -15* -16**

Cox & Snell R-2*100
10.8 18.7 10.7 18.7 23.1 25.9 22.0 24.0

† NR indicates only one case used per unique individual; R indicates more than one ( recontact) case
may be used for the same individual in the case of panel data recontacts.
{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
‡ Estimated in SPSS ‘PLUM’ procedure using logit link.
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Table 5b: Predictions of educational level: sensitivity to educational measure
Applied only to those in current employment for comparability with table 4a. See table 2 for variable
explanations. Ordered logit‡ or logistic regression models describe influence of variables on odds of
higher v’s lower categories.

Educational level categories and N’s:
5b.1 / 5b.5 5b.2 / 5b.6 5b.3 / 5b.7 5b.4 / 5b.8

None / low school
13511 / 7108

None / l.ow school
 13511 / 7108

No up to adv. Academic
 28932 / 12867

None vocational
20231 / 11969

Vocat / basic academic
15421 / 5759

Basic
3912 / 4229

Adcanced academic
5575 / 2692

Any vocational
14276 / 3590

Advanced academic
5575 / 2692

Advanced vocational
11509 / 1530

Advanced academic
5575 / 2692

Ordered logit parameter estimates
5b.1 5b.2 5b.3 5b.4 5b.5 5b.6 5b.7 5b.8

Males Females
Standardised B*100

FCS 50** 49** 68** {2} 45** 46** 73** {9}
AGE -16** -11** -20** {-4} -44** -44** {-14} -39**
YEAR 9 -23** 85** -105** 106** 89** 122** -46**

FCSAGE {-3} {-6} 13 {-3} 27** 26** {8} 33**
FCSYEAR 26** 25** -40** {-5} -13* -14* -33** -20**
AGEYEAR 7* 22** 20** 55** -15* {-4} {-16} 65**

Cox & Snell R-2*100
10.7 7.5 11.2 7.0 22.0 20.7 10.7 2.2

{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
‡ Estimated in SPSS ‘PLUM’ procedure using logit link.
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Table 6a: Predictions of CAMSIS occupational attainment: apparent robustness
to father’s occupational measure
See table 2 for variable explanations, ‘focc’ indicates father’s occupational category dummy on EGP
or RGSC scheme, or focc2 = fcs for CAMSIS. Multiple regression models predict ‘cs’.

6a.1 6a.2 6a.3 6a.4 6a.5 6a.6 6a.7 6a.8
Males Females

Multiple regression standardised B*100
Fathers occ as: CAMSIS EPG RGSC CAMSIS EPG RGSC
Focc2 21** 34** -5** {-5} 14** 22** {-4} {3}
Focc3 {-3} -21** -7* {-9}
Focc4 -7** -22** {-2} {-9}
Focc5 -17** -15** {3} -12** -10
Focc6 -17** -11** -13**
Focc7 -11** -24** -7*

AGE {1} {1} 11** 15** {1} {1} {3} {4}
YEAR -11** -32** -27** -33** -29** -31** -36** -32**
ED1 -19** -20** -14** -20** -29** -31** -6 {-4}
ED4 36** 37** 26** 24** 21** 21** 26** 26**
P80 Post-1980 22** -2 {-1} {3} -2 {1}
P80FCS -31** -11**
P80FCSYEAR -25** -24**

Focc2*AGE 9** 8** {-1} -10* {-1} {-1} {-2} {-8}
Focc3*AGE -5** -18** {-2} {-7}
Focc4*AGE {-1} -14** {-4} {-9}
Focc5*AGE -11** -12** {-5} {-2}
Focc6*AGE -11** -6
Focc7*AGE -4* {-3}
Focc2*YEAR -11** 42** 2** 4** {1} 30** 2* {-1}
Focc3*YEAR 1 9** 3* {-1}
Focc4*YEAR -1* 8** 2 {1}
Focc5*YEAR 3** 5** 5** {1}
Focc6*YEAR 4** 5**
Focc7*YEAR 1* 3**
AGEYEAR 13** 13** 13** -11** 17** 17** 17** 17**

Focc2*ED1 4** 5** {0} {4} 14** 15** -2 {-2}
Focc3*ED1 1 {3} -3* -9*
Focc4*ED1 3** {2} -3* -10*
Focc5*ED1 -2 {2} -11** -10**
Focc6*ED1 {-2} -12**
Focc7*ED1 {0} -4*
Focc2*ED3 -9** -10** {0} {1} {4} {4} {-1} {-1}
Focc3*ED3 -1 3* {-1} -4
Focc4*ED3 {1} 2* {1} {-1}
Focc5*ED3 2** 1* -3* {-2}
Focc6*ED3 2** -2*
Focc7*ED3 {0} {-1}
AGEED1 -5** -6** -6** -7** -15** -15** -14**
AGEED3 9** 9** 10** 11** 9** 9** 9**
YEARED3 -10** -9** -10** -10** -4** -4** -3*

R-2*100 34.9 35.3 33.1 32.3 30.9 31.2 30.9 30.1
N 35134 33834 33186 15710 14825 14356

{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
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Table 6b: Categorical regression models for occupational class outcome.
EGP / RGSC : Outcome (own class) 7 category CASMIN / 5 category Registrar General (see table 2).
O / M : Model is an ordered logit / unordered multinomial logit. For former, RGSC categories ordered
as in linear scheme; CASMIN categories ordered according to mean CAMSIS of table 2.

Men Women
EGP-O EGP-M RGSC-O RGSC-M EGP-O EGP-M RGSC-O RGSC-M

Most influential positive predictors of more advantaged categories†
(ranked with largest standardised coefs at top, predictor variables as table 2, contrast categories used :

EGP1/RG1 for father’s occupation; ED2 for education)

ED3 ED3 ED3 ED3 ED3 ED3 ED3 ED3
FEG4ED1 AGE FEG2ED1 YEAR AGEYR AGEYR AGEYR AGEED3

AGE YEAR FRG4ED1 AGE AGEED3 FRG4YR AGEED3 AGEYR
AGEYR AGEYR FRG3ED1 YRED3 AGEED4 YRED3
FEG2YR AGEED3 AGE AGE FRG5YR
AGEED3 FR3YR AGE
FEG7YR AGEYR FRG3YR
FEG6YR AGEED3
FEG5YR
FEG3YR

Most influential negative predictors of less advantaged categories†
(ranked by largest standardised coefficients)

FEG7 ED1 FRG5 AGEED3 FEG4ED1 ED1 FRG5 ED1
FEG6 FEG6 FRG4 ED1 FEG7 FRG3 FRG5ED1 FRG5
FEG5 FEG5 ED1 FEG6 ED1 FRG4 FRG4 FRG3
ED1 FEG4 FRG3 FEG5 FEG6ED1 FRG5 ED1 FRG4

FEG4 FEG7 FRG2 FEG7 FEG7ED1 YRED3 FRG3 FRG2
FEG3 FEG3 YEAR FEG3 FEG6 FRG2 YEAR AGEED1
FEG2 YRED3 YRED3 FEG4 FEG5 YEAR AGEED1

YRED3 FEG2 FRG5AGE AGEYR FEG5ED1
FEG2ED3 FEG5YR FRG3AGE FEG6YR YEAR

YEAR FEG6YR FRG4AGE FEG5YR FEG6ED3
FEG6AGE FEG5AGE AGEED1 FEG2 FEG3
FEG6ED1 FEG6AGE FEG4YR FEG5ED3
FEG7AGE AGEED1 FEG3YR FEG2
FEG3AGE FEG3YR FEG2YR AGEED1
FEG5AGE FEG3AGE YRED3
FEG2AGE FEG7AGE
AGEED1 FEG2YR

FEG4AGE
FEG7YR

Valid N (non-missing, age 20-60 and non-recontacts), and Nagelkerke R-2 approximation*100
32,424 31,612 14,321 13,815

27.6 41.8 29.8 33.8 24.9 29.3 26.1 28.4

†For ordered logit models, advantage / disadvantage implied by order; for nominal models, advantage
associations a subjective judgement reflecting propensity for membership to EGP (1,3,4,5) or RGSC
(1,2,3) (see table 2)
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Table 7: Structural mobility influences in multiple regressions exploring
predictors of own CAMSIS score
See table 2 for variable explanations. Sample of adults age 20-60 only, excluding any panel recontacts.

Males Females
7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8
all all Excl1† Excl2† all all Excl1† Excl2†

Standardised B*100

FCS 12* {7} {-2} {7} {2} {-2} {-9} {-2}
AGE 23* 20 {24} {18} {-2} {-5} {-6} {-2}
AGE2 -22* -20 {-20} {-13} {3} {6} {5} {3}
YEAR 46** 44** 49** 42** 20** 18* {13} 15*
YEAR2 -50** -49** -53** -52** -44** -44** -39** -43**
P80 Post1980 -7** -7** -7** -6** -7** -7** -9** -4**

ED1 -21 -22 -21** -11** -33** -33** -35** -32**
ED3 37** 35** 33** 36** 21** 18** 30** 19**

FARMO -4** -7** -7** -4** -4** -4**
BLUECO -3** 9** -2** -4** 4** -7**

FCSAGE 35* 41** {34} 39* {30} {34} {31} {31}
FCSAGE2 -22 -25* {-25} -29* {-25} {-28} {-24} {-25}
FCSYR -11** -11** -14** -7** {1} {0} {-2} {2}

AGEYR 12** 13** 12** 13** 16** 18** 19** 17**
FCSED1 4* 6** 6* -5** 15** 15** 14** 14**
FCSED3 -10** -9** -9** -10** {4} {5} -12** {4}
AGEED1 -3* -3 -8** -7** -14** -13** -15** -14**
AGEED3 9** 9** 12** 10** 9** 10** 12** 10**
YRED1 {0} {-1} {1} {0} {0} {1} 3* {1}
YRED3 -9** -9** -11** -10** -3* -3 -6** -3*

R-2*100 35.4 35.3 25.5 34.1 31.3 31.4 22.5 31.4
N 35,134 33,834 20,672 30,093 15,170 14,825 11,070 14,422

† Samples excluding ‘inheritance’ groups: Excl1 = all Father-child combinations both in same
CASMIN category or both in farming Excl2 = all combinations both in same exact occupational title
unit or both in farming or both in CASMIN self-employed class 3.
{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
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Table 8a: Sample survey influences in multiple regressions exploring predictors
of own CAMSIS score
See table 2 for variable explanations. Survey effects as: Fixed – dummy indicators for each survey
considered; Random – survey influence treated as hierarchical random effects; Type – Surveys
classified into three groups, BES v’s Old Mobility v’s Later Mobility and occupations v’s BHPS.
Sample of adults age 20-60 only, excluding any panel recontacts, N = 35,134 males, 15710 females.

Males Females
8a.1 8a.2 8a.3 8a.4 8a.5 8a.6 8a.7 8a.8

Survey effect: none fixed random type none fixed random type
Standardised B*100

FCS 22** 22** 22** 22** 14** 14** 13** 14**
AGE 42** 43** 42** 41** 19** 20** 19** 19**
AGE2 -41** -41** -40** -40** -18** -19** -19** -18**
YEAR 45** 191** 70** 45** 21** 12 {9} 17*
YEAR2 -49** -142** -54** -41** -45** -29** -27* -37**
P80 Post1980 -7** -40** -50** -12** -7** -8** -31* -10**

ED1 -21** -23** -51** -21** -32** -34** -90** -34**
ED3 36** 37** 125** 37** 21** 22** 75** 21**

FCSAGE 7** 7** 7** 7** {-2} {-2} {-1} {-2}
FCSYR -10** -10** -10** -11** {1} {2} {1} {1}
AGEYR 12** 10** 11** 11** 17** 17** 17** 17**
FCSED1 4** 3* 1* 4** 15 15** 6** 14**
FCSED3 -10** -10** -13** -10** {4} {4} {2} {4}
AGEED1 -3 {-3} -2 -3 -13** -12 -6** -12**
AGEED3 9** 9** 7** 9** 9** 9** 7** 9**
YRED3 -9** -8** -18** -9** -3* -4** -6** -3*

Study numbs†
+ve coeffs 1,3 5
-ve coeffs 15,18,17,8,

16,7,13,14
15,18,17

Study types (contrast: mobility new)
Political {-1} -6**
Mobility–old -4** NA
BHPS -7** -9**

R-2*100 35.4 36.2 35.6 31.3 31.6 31.5
Study level variance component: 2.9% 1.2%

† Study numbers from table 1 indicate significant estimates of survey specific fixed effects, ranked in
order of largest standardised B first.
{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
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Table 8b: Sample survey influences in multiple regressions exploring predictors
of own CAMSIS score: role of country of study, males only
See table 2 for variable explanations. Sample of adults age 20-60 only, excluding any panel recontacts.

Males
8b.1 8b.2 8b.3

England Scotland N. Irel
                Standardised B*100

FCS 41** 72** 67**
AGE {-20} 68** -49*
AGE2 {9} -42* {24}
YOB -24** 36* -37

ED1 -22** -23** -27**
ED3 111** 96** 76**

FCSAGE {-9} -22* -19
FCSYOB -12* -41** -41**
AGEYOB 11** {5} 35**
FCSED1 {3} 7 {-1}
FCSED3 -11** -9 {2}
AGEED1 {0} {-4} {-2}
AGEED3 -28** -15* -25**
YOBED3 -43** -45** -26**

Mobility-old {-1} 20** {3}

R-2*100 34.9 29.5 34.1
N 10,959 4,515 3,239

† Study numbers from table 1 indicate significant estimates of survey specific fixed effects, ranked in
order of largest standardised B first.
{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
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Table 8c: Sample survey influences in multiple regressions exploring predictors
of own CAMSIS score : restricted age cohorts
See table 2 for variable explanations. Sample of adults age 20-60 only, excluding any panel recontacts.

Males Females
8c.1 8c.2 8c.3 8c.40 8c.5 8c.6

30-39 40-49 50-59 30-39 40-49 50-59
Standardised B*100

FCS 42** 36** 41** 18 14 {10}
YOB 106** 89** 78** 103** 77** 49*
YOB2 -109** -81** -59** -110** -79** -54**
P80 Post1980 {-1} -9** -5** -8** -4 -7**

ED1 -24* -35** -19** -47** -54** -47**
ED3 83* 74** 60** 43** 45** 34**

FCSYOB -16** -11** -18** {-6} {-5} {3}
FCSED1 {3} 11** {3} 17** 15** 15**
FCSED3 -12** -11** {-5} {4} {7} {-3}
YOBED1 {1} {4} -6* {2} {7} {1}
YOBED3 -38** -31** -25** {-14} -21* {-5}

Politics study 3** 5** 2* {0} 2 {-2}

R-2*100 37.8 35.7 35.2 32.3 33.5 32.0
N 9,229 8,597 8,135 4,618 3,908 3,075

† Study numbers from table 1 indicate significant estimates of survey specific fixed effects, ranked in
order of largest standardised B first.
{} / [blank] / * / ** indicate relative significance level associated with coefficient estimate, p-values of
greater than 0.1 / 0.1-0.05 / 0.05-0.01 / less than 0.01 respectively.
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